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 An article is considered the mechanisms and features of communication, widely used in 
modern society through the Internet, which give a variety of language functions and 

formation of speech models. Research of the traditional form by written communication 

is presented the new examples of culture, which correspond to mentality. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Communication is phenomenon, and it is one of language functions. A variety of language functions 

conducts to formation of speech models. Two main directions or the type of the speech are considered with 

many scientists on a formal sign. These forms of the speech carry out the equivalent functions both in social and 

in spiritual spheres of a life. Though the speech especially outwardly isn’t so different but the individualized 

features of each native speaker appear in the process of communication. If communication in writing is given 

with turns of the personal material, but its oral form is perceived by methods of everyday communication. In 

oral communication there is no specified material, it is generally used in the form of a sound wave. The 

specified sequence is observed in written communication, and there it is the grammar rules are included. All 

these are kept and we can see it at the paper, paint or electronic means. And it is natural, this form of 

communication demands preservation of norms of this or that language. 

The new feature caused by emergence of internet communication means is appeared in the Kazakh writing 

of the speech as well as in other different languages. If until recently written language was a basis for 

development of language of imaginative literature, the scientific and official sphere of language, but in the 

future the special place will belong to world communications. The most part of the population made 

communication through the Internet in traditional form of written communication. Though, the texts of 

messages are most approached to the informal speech. Opinions of communicants also are expressed only in 

writing. 

The main means of interpersonal communication is language. Under the influence of environment, the 

personality can change the opinion, to tell his position. The main action of these skills is conversation. "The 

most important in communication between people is conversation. If there hadn’t been the communication as 

conversation, it wouldn’t have developed a macroenvironment as result of interaction of social movement of the 

microenvironment and the scientific and cultural limits considered through a prism of public measurements" 

(Cooper I.R., 2000). 

In recent years the Russian psychologists write much about electronic resources of communication offer 

each user multipurpose achievements. In materials of Russian scientists are considered  the problems of the 

theory of communication society. 

Researches about features and mechanisms of information and communication space define essence of the 

subject of this new society. 

The user can fill up number of the friends through electronic means. The increase in number of friends 

gives the chance it of achievement of the personal household purposes in the social sphere. 

Forming function of communication through communication in chats and forums promotes to the 

development of personality. The American psychologist William Dzheim claims that for the separate taken 

person there is nothing more terribly than loneliness, alienation from society, being in virtual communication, 
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users don’t feel this feeling. Conversations in virtual communication showed that in communication people can 

compare themselves to others, thus there are various psychophysical processes which conduct them to the 

definite progress and development. 

Achievements of virtual friends such as office career, purchase of expensive car, travel over the different 

countries, impressions of friends, the photos, video and all this have the defined influence on the person, forces 

him to move forward, to try to live fully.  But at the same time it should be noted that virtual communication can 

lead the human person to moral crisis, to the moments when the problem of the person can grow to a global 

scales (Shevchenko, I.S., 2002).  

If the oral form of conversation is very often used in a life, in communication contacts this form will be 

acquired the differences. These differences cannot be considered as a separation from communication as through 

the webcam two persons can communicate directly with each other. Between the people, seeing each other, 

except a habitual manner of communication, it is observed plus the mimic actions. Notably, the people apply 

beaverical signals, raise the voice or use other various functions. Thus, in spite of the long distance, in a manner 

of communication it is kept all features which it has in inherent in daily oral communication. 

"It is not a secret that at these days the information technologies are also important and it means the lag 

from real life" (www.baq.kz/regional_media/10/194/6416/27716). 

Through the sign system of Internet the written communication also is subdivided into some types. The 

further development of cultural communication it is carried out by means of communication technique. Fast 

rates of information development are caused by a support on language contacts. Since the Internet began to be 

used, for the people it is opened the new space. Using the Internet, people began to get new information by 

themselves, work, friends, began to carry out sale and purchase, had an opportunity to express the opinion on 

the most various questions. For everyone an additional opportunity is appeared to exchange and share 

impressions. There are some directions of this communication: "chat - communication", "forum - 

communication", "communication through E-mail", "blog-communication", communication "through the chat" 

and it is the possibility of communication of users through the network in certain time. We consider it as 

interactive conversation. Interlocutors type the text on the display, send the message which is immediately read 

by the second user.  By the way, any audience can be joined to their conversation in the network.  

As scientists note at the conversation on chats we don’t hear voices of addressees, their diction, we don’t 

see their mimicry, however all distinctive features of colloquial style are kept. Emotions of the personality on 

the chat-conversations are transmitted through certain signals symbols. Mimic gestures, default, laugh, surprise, 

disappointment all these are transferred by means of smilies. 

There are some reasons of that we don’t consider "Chat communication" as out of usual communication. 

Two persons intending to enter conversation through an electronic site "Chat communication" have opportunity 

to agree about conversation time. Besides of it, though words are made out in the text, and it has an opportunity 

to use means of informal conversation. Let's give an example of "The chat - communication": 

-  Aiman:  Slm (Means: “Salem”) - in the reduction from “Hello”.  Кs (Kalai syn) – in the reduction from 

“How are you?”. 

- Berik: everything is good. Strange, I can’t see u as usually? 

- Aiman: There is a lot of work. 

- Berik: Wanted to invite you to "Twilight", but your cell phone is switched off. 

- Ayman: mm (the disappointment is transmitted not through the text, but through the symbols).  

One more example "Chat - communication" concerning purchase and sale: 

- Anonymous user 1: For such site to ask 1000 000 dollars euros … it is a shame …. 

- Anonymous user 2: (it is possibly the owner or the interested intermediary): This area is installed by gas 

soon, then for 150 000 dollars u can’t to buy. 

- Mischa: For this money I can buy a plot abroad, and not only in Almaty. 

- Anonymous user 2: Soon there will be again an earthquake in Almaty. If it is happened, in high-rise 

buildings the apartments again will fall in price, and land prices again will fly up. 

- Anonymous user 1: Thanks God that I live now)))) 

As we see, it is appeared not only a new sample of the text, but also new models of reduction of known 

words. Such the chat-communications are more often observed in M-agent, ICQ. As the "Virtual interview can’t 

be considered out of linguistics. It is one of the manifestations of perfect linguistics. These are the difficult 

structures, possessing problems of philosophical psychology, applied linguistics and pedagogics". It is possible 

to claim that the genre of chat conversation didn’t make big changes to a manner of conducting primordial 

Kazakh conversation. All this asynchronous are types of communication which we already have been called 

below. It should be noted that in texts senders they are not always kept the spelling rules that it hasn’t great 

influence on contents of messages. Though in time of "The chat-communications" it is often met the words with 

mistakes, the reduced words and the offers, both of interlocutors don’t perceive the word in an integrity, paying 

attention only to the contents. Separation in the offer it is an argument for conversation on the Internet and it had 

been changed. Though we came to a conclusion that the Internet communication is belonged to a type of written 

http://www.baq.kz/regional_media/10/194/6416/27716
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language, but the responsibility, inherent to the person, taking a pen in his hand, considering each word, each 

offer, practically is out. Moreover, on the contrary - the manner of oral speech is prevailed. 

Also in oral speech of language of mass media there are not kept  the defined rules, and it is taken place in 

language of communication. As the proof are the jargons, dialecticisms, arvarizms and the reduced words which 

depressed the speech. 

For example expressions: "Pivet (Means: “Hi!”) , “Slm” (Salem – means: “Hello”), “Kaksyn, nestevatsyn?" 

(In the reduction from “How are you? What are you doing?” or "Vsio poka, obsh.davai" (In the reduction from: 

“All right! Bye! See you”) are the versions of phrases. 

The first meeting of two people in the chat it is the communications which are developed according to the 

following scenario: 

- Hi! 

- Salem! (Means: “Hello!”) 

- Did we meet? 

- No, but you offered me a friendship 

- Aаahh… 

- Where are you from? 

- I am from Semey, and you? 

- From Taldyk  

- Mmm 

- What cheer? 

- Normally, and you? 

- Me too 

- Though the conversation manner in communication networks has special development, it is known, that 

norms of the Kazakh language are not always observed. Many words of the Kazakh language are transferred by 

Latin letters, instead of letters ұ, қ, і, ә, letters at are used u, k, i, a. 

Improvement of the latest technologies expands of the opportunities and advantage of the Internet in life of 

people. One of the types of internet communication is "Forum-communication". If at "Chat - communications" 

conversation goes between two or several themes, they are an actual for big society and exciting social thought. 

Though, it is event one – however, the most various opinions are expressed. If we have pre-chat we have the 

communications with an active exchange of opinions. There is a collecting opinions of communicants of various 

age and various professions. Though, one communicant doesn’t know other communicant, he has the right to 

listen to his opinion, to challenge him or to support. If it is the chat came in shark time, the communications can 

be taken place about one week. During such term it is gathered, concretized and formed all the opinions. 

"Summing up all these, we can say, that the worldwide network gives to the person as the subject of an 

electronic interaktion and there we can be increased the opportunities of the communication, potential, though, 

from the observing of the language, it is shown the negative tendencies". 

Addressees can be expressed the opinion later even 2-3 days. Therefore, communication in a forum doesn’t 

depend neither on time, nor on space. Each user is had the right to tell all freely. We can claim that the forum is 

a type of communication which acquaints society with personal opinion, and the personality is opinion of 

society. 

"The most perfect phenomenon of our time is a fast and impetuous virtualization. The human society armed 

with virtual communications and the latest Internet resources, develops at a stage new examples of the culture, 

new cultural communications and corresponding to all this mentality. People use this opportunity and try to use 

in the all opportunities of again opened virtual space (Abraham). 

The most powerful-forums communications are made round various important news. If news considerable, 

important, and a forum communication will be extensive. For example, the news published on a site 

www.massaget.kz: "Putting! At our country fifth gold! ", caused rough discussion at a forum. 

The analysis of this type of conversation shows high level of a collectivism of this form of communication. 

This example is shows, communication between society and the individual is very close. We can see, that 

hundred communication media strongly entered society life. The concepts created as a result of use of these 

communications, became a component of category of society. We see that as a result of interference of various 

information written communication gained certain differences. All this confirms the following statement: "In 

formation of social psychology a special role are played the communication dialogues". 

One more type of communication communication is an E-mail. It is as though revival of nowadays 

forgotten epistolary genre. Though the epistolary genre developed in writing, but it was included many elements 

of colloquial style. Full review of elements of this genre can be observed in Sh. Ualikhanov, Y. Altynsarin, S. 

Seyfulin, I. Dzhansugurov, B. Mailing, M. Auezov, G. Musyrepov, G. Mustafin's correspondence. Now it is less 

the number of sound letters through the mail service, instead of them, the big distribution was gained by 

communication through E-mail. This system of delivery works much quicker than during the past paper letters. 

The letter is delivered to the addressee in 1-2 seconds. Language of electronic letters develops on an equal basis 
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with languages of oral electronic communication. The letter texts are based on the phonetic principle are very 

often used: "Umtipkappyn, senin nomerin kandayeit? (Meaning: “I’ve forgotten, what is your number cell 

phone?”). 

 

Discussion: 

It is possible to give many arguments against opinion that written, through the communication means don’t 

fill with information of the verbal actions used during oral conversation by the articular apparatus. 

At present in system of the Kazakh Internet there are the symbols reflecting a smile, grief, chagrin, 

pleasure, cry, winking, kiss on a cheek, I give a floret, a dream, smoking, a tease, dance, thought. 

These smilies are used by communicant without any special rules.  These are very necessary additions for 

written conversation.  Though these symbols have no neither language, nor the text contents, nevertheless, they 

very truly express emotions of the writing.  

 

Conlusion: 

At the same time these smileys are used at the situations when it is hard to type the text. And it is very 

widespread phenomenon in the modern manner of the Kazakh conversation. 
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